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Streaming process discovery and conformance
checking

Andrea Burattin

Synonyms

Online process mining; online process discovery; online conformance checking.

Definitions

Streaming process discovery, streaming conformance checking, and streaming pro-
cess mining in general (also known as online process mining) are disciplines which
analyze event streams to extract a process model or to assess their conformance
with respect to a given reference model. The main characteristic of this family of
techniques is to analyze events immediately as they are generated (instead of stor-
ing them in a log for late processing). This allows to drastically reduce the latency
among phases of the BPM lifecycle (cf. Dumas et al (2013)), thus allowing faster
process adaptations and better executions.

Overview

A possible characterization of process mining algorithms is based on how they con-
sume event data. Specifically, most of the algorithms focus on a (static) event log,
however there are algorithms which focus on event streams. An event log is a fi-
nite sampling of activities observed in a given time frame. An event stream, on the
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other hand, is an unbounded sequence of events, which contains events as they are
executed.

Event streams, in fact, are specific types of data streams, where each data point
refers to an event. General data streams have been investigated since many years,
mainly to tackle problems such as frequency counting, classification, clustering,
approximation, time series analysis and change diagnosis (also known as novelty
detection or concept drift detection) as summarized in Widmer and Kubat (1996);
Gama (2010); Gaber et al (2005); Aggarwal (2007). To tackle these problems, it
is possible to devise techniques in a data- or task-based orientation. Data-based
techniques aims at extracting a significantly representative finite subset of the data
stream, which is used for the analysis. Task-based techniques, on the other hand,
adapt the computation to this new data modality, in order to minimize time and
space complexity of the analysis.

The streams these algorithms have to deal with can be characterized based on
their operations model. In particular, we might have:

• insert-only stream model (once an element is seen, it cannot be changed);
• insert-delete stream model (cf.n elements can be deleted or updated);
• additive stream model where seen item refers to numerical variables which are

just incremented.

In the context of process mining, all available techniques assume the insert-only
model: observations refer to activities which have been executed. The data mining
literature, for example in Golab and Özsu (2003); Bifet et al (2010), informally, de-
fines data streams as a fast sequence of data items. However, in Bifet and Kirkby
(2009), several assumptions on the data stream are reported, such as: the data is as-
sumed to have a small and fixed number of attributes; the number of data points is
very large; stream concepts (in the process mining context, the concept is the model
underlying the events being generated) are assumed to be stationary or evolving.
These assumptions make the processing of data streams very different from con-
ventional relational models. Specifically, as detailed in (Gama, 2010, Table 2.1), the
data elements arrive online, with no control by the system, in an unbounded amount.
This imposes the analysis to be incremental: once an element is received it is dis-
carded or analyzed. If it is analyzed it cannot be explicitly retrieved again afterwards
(i.e., its information is aggregated and summarized). Additionally, to cope with con-
cept drifts, old observations should be replaced by new ones and it is not possible to
have one-time queries but a continuous “querying mechanism” is necessary.

Key Research Findings

This section provides some general ideas on how to tackle the problem of process
mining from an event stream. Three general strategies are sketched and, in the up-
coming subsections, details regarding actual instantiations of the ideas are reported.
Figure 1 depicts a taxonomy of the different approaches investigated so far. In this
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Stream process mining approaches taxonomy

1. Store a window of recent event

2. Apply any offline approach for
    any process mining problem

1. Transform a specific process mining

    problem into a stream mining problem
2. Use known algorithm to solve the

    reduced problem

3. Contextualize the solu�on of the
    reduced problem into process mining

0. [offline] Precompute solu�ons to all

    possible problems given some
    condi�ons

1. Observe each event and apply

    proper precomputed solu�on

Window-based models Problem reduc�on Offline computa�on

Hybrid approaches: Mixing the three strategies

Fig. 1 Taxonomy of the different approaches to solve the different stream process mining prob-
lems. For each technique, corresponding general steps are sketched.

Algorithm 1: Window model
Input: S: event stream

M: memory model
maxM : maximum memory
A: additional information (e.g., a reference model), can be /0

1 forever do
// Observe a new event

2 e← observe(S)

// Memory update

3 if max(M)≥ maxM then
4 dequeue(M) // Forgetting

5 end
6 insert(M,e)

// Mining update

7 if perform mining then
// Memory into event log

8 L← convert(M)
9 ProcessMining(L,A)

10 end
11 end

text we will not focus on hybrid approaches: they are characterized by very hetero-
geneous solutions and therefore there is no proper generalization possible.

Window models. In order to perform process mining on a stream of event, the
simplest approach is to devised a data-based technique to store only the set of
most recent events observed and periodically analyze them. Whenever there is no
more memory available, the oldest event is discarded. This approach, called window
model is described in Alg. 1. The algorithm enters a endless loop where, at each it-
eration, a new event is observed. Then, the system checks whether it is necessary to
remove old events or not, and then the new event is inserted. Periodically, the system
converts the memory into a standard event log, and classical process mining algo-
rithms are applied on it. The literature, in Babcock et al (2002), identifies at least
two memory models capable of storing event: sequence based or timestamp based.
The first approach (which is typically implemented with sliding windows) consists
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Algorithm 2: Lossy Counting
Input: S: data stream

ε: maximal approximation error

1 T ← /0 // Initially empty set
2 N← 1 // Number of observed events

3 w←
⌈ 1

ε

⌉
// Bucket width

4 forever do
5 e← observe(S)
6 bcurr←

⌈ N
w

⌉
/* Is there a tuple in T with e as first component? */

7 if e is already in T then
8 Increment the frequency of e in T
9 else

10 Insert (e,1,bcurr−1) in T
11 end
12 if N mod w = 0 then
13 forall (a, f ,∆) ∈ T s.t. f +∆ ≤ bcurr do
14 Remove (a, f ,∆) from T
15 end
16 end
17 N← N +1
18 end

of a FIFO queue of fixed size. The observed events are stored in the window and,
once the maximum capacity is reached, the oldest event is removed. In a timestamp
based window model the approach is very similar but the memory size is not fixed.
Instead, the removal is based on the “age” of the observation: the memory keeps
only the events observed within the given time span.

This approach comes with several advantages, such as the possibility to reuse ev-
ery mining algorithm already available for event logs. However, the memory man-
agement is extremely problematic and has a huge impact on the performance of
the approach. Specifically, all window-based approaches have poor summarizing
capabilities since, for example, duplicate events require two “memory slots”, even
though they may not provide new information.

Problem reduction. The second possible way of tackling the streaming process
mining problems is to employ a task-based technique. For example, it is possible to
reduce the process mining problem to another well-establish problem and therefore
reuse algorithms specifically devised and optimized for the necessity at hand. Of
course, it is also possible to devise a completely new algorithm specifically tailored
to solve the given situation. This approach, for example, has been used to reduce the
problem of streaming process discovery to the frequency counting problem. This
problem consists of counting the frequencies of given variables over a stream. In
order to reduce the process discovery to such problem it is important to understand
what is a variable in the process mining context, and whether it is possible to identify
it.

An example of efficient algorithm for the approximated frequency counting prob-
lem is Lossy Counting, here summarized in Alg. 2, and described in Manku and
Motwani (2002). The idea is to conceptually split the observed stream in buckets,
each with a fixed size. The approach takes as input the stream and the maximal ap-
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proximation error on the counting ε ∈ [0,1], which drives the size of each bucket.
The approach stores entries in a data structure T where each component (e, f ,∆)
provides the element e of the stream, the estimated frequency for it f , and the max-
imum number of times it could have occurred ∆ . When a new event is observed in
the stream, the algorithm checks if it is already in T and, in case, it increments its
counter f by one. Otherwise a new entry in T is created. Periodically (i.e., every time
a new conceptual bucket starts) the algorithm cleans the memory, by removing ele-
ments not frequently observed. This algorithm has no memory bound. Specifically,
the size of the data structure T depends on the stream and on the approximation
error. However, a variation of the algorithm to enforce fixed amount of memory is
described in Da San Martino et al (2012).

The most relevant benefit of the problem reduction approach is that, once the
process mining problem has been reduced to the new one, it is possible to use algo-
rithms already devised for the reduced problem. However, such reduction might not
be trivial and all assumptions of the used approach have to be met.

Offline computation. The last approach we present consists of moving the com-
putation of the solutions to the given problem from online setting to offline. In other
words, the idea is to identify and solve all sub-problems the stream may provide.
Adopting this approach will help us in dealing with all situations we are going to
observe, still keeping the complexity of the online processing constant.

The advantage of this approach is the possibility of having extremely expensive
solutions “cached” in advance which are then just reused whenever needed. Though,
there are several drawbacks: it is not possible to apply this approach to all online pro-
cess mining problems. Additionally, by computing everything in advance, we lose
the possibility of adapting the pre-computed solutions to the contextual information,
which might be uniquely specific to the running process instance.

In the upcoming subsections, one example of each technique will be presented
and detailed by presenting two process mining activities.

Process Discovery

The first problem we present is the online process discovery. A graphical conceptu-
alization of the problem is reported in Fig. 2. The idea is to have a source which is
generating an event stream. This event stream is consumed by a miner which gen-
erates a representation of the underlying process model and keeps it up-to-date with
respect to the observed behavior.

The first approach available to tackle this problem is reported in Burattin et al
(2012, 2014b). In their works, authors employ a problem reduction strategy. Specif-
ically, they reduce the Heuristics Miner algorithm, described in van der Aalst and
Weijters (2003), to the Frequency Counting problem. To do that, they assume direct
following relationships as variables and, by counting them, they are able to use the
Heuristics Miner’s metric to reconstruct the high level business patterns in terms of
Heuristics Net or Petri Net. Authors test different algorithms to solve the frequency
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Fig. 2 Conceptualization of the streaming process discovery idea as in Burattin et al (2014b).

counting problem, such as Lossy Counting and Lossy Counting with Budget. As
baseline approach, authors use a sliding window mechanism where Heuristics Miner
is iteratively applied. The sliding window approach is constantly outperformed by
other approaches which provide a better usage of the available resources. A similar
approach, called StrProM, tracks the direct following relationships. This approach,
presented in Hassani et al (2015), keeps an updated prefix tree by deriving a solution
based on Lossy Counting with Budget. The direct following relationships are then
used to construct a process model using the set of rules of Heuristics Miner.

As for the previously mentioned approaches, in Maggi et al (2013); Burattin et al
(2014a, 2015), authors investigate the problem of discovering a process represented
in Declare (cf. Pesic et al (2007)). Specifically, their idea is to instantiate several
“replayers”, one for each Declare template to mine. Then, specific behavior for each
template is implemented. To keep track of the replay statuses, authors use Lossy
Counting-based strategies. Authors apply sliding window as baseline and, again,
the performances of the Lossy Counting strategies are better with respect to the
simple application of offline approaches over a sliding window.

In Redlich et al (2014b) authors present the adaptation of CCM to cope with
event streams. The basic idea of CCM (cf. Redlich et al (2014a)) is to identify sub-
sequences of events in order to identify footprints of specific process patterns. In
CCM, relevant patters and corresponding footprints are described. Ageing factors
are employed to the collected information in order to give more importance to re-
cent behavior.

The most recent work tackling the online process discovery is reported in van
Zelst et al (2017b). In their paper, authors generalize previously instantiated con-
cepts: they present an architecture, namely S-BAR, which keeps an updated ab-
stract representation of the stream (e.g., direct follow relationships) and they use it
as starting point to infer an actual process model. In their work, authors present the
adaptations of different mining algorithms: α (cf. van der Aalst et al (2004)), Heuris-
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tics Miner (cf. van der Aalst and Weijters (2003)) and Inductive Miner (cf. Leemans
et al (2013)). To show the generability of their abstract representation, authors also
show a miner based on Region Theory (cf. van der Aalst et al (2008)). In order to
keep their abstraction updated, authors reduce their problem to frequency counting,
thus using Lossy Counting, Space Saving (cf. Metwally et al (2005)), and Frequent
(cf. Karp et al (2003)).

Conformance Checking

The problem of online conformance checking has received attention in the declar-
ative domain. In this case, it used to be called operational support and its aim is
to understand whether a set of constraints is being violated or not. To achieve that,
in Maggi et al (2011, 2012), authors devise an approach to represent the behavior
as an automaton and executions are replayed on it. Additionally, each process in-
stance is labeled with one of 4 possible fulfillment states: permanently/temporarily
violated/fulfilled.

Concerning imperative models, online conformance checking received less at-
tention. At present time, only two approaches have been specifically designed to
tackle the online conformance checking problem. One approach, described in van
Zelst et al (2017a), aims at reusing the concept of alignment in order to compute the
optimal alignment just for the prefix of the trace seen up to a given point in time.
To this end, authors first devise a technique to compute prefix-alignments. Authors
prove the optimality of the prefix-alignment they discover. Up to this point, their
approach is incremental but not really online (i.e., it is able to work on partial cu-
mulative information but in theory they need infinite memory to back-track in order
to find the optimal alignment). To solve this issue, authors mention the possibility
to implement memory management, either falling into a window-based model or
as problem reduction. Authors, however, do not implement or test either memory
management approach. However, they test their technique against different number
of backtracking steps required to find the prefix-alignment.

Another conformance checking approach belongs to the offline computation cat-
egory and is described in Burattin and Carmona (2017); Burattin (2017). In this
case, given a Petri Net as input, authors describe a technique to elicit a transition
system containing all possible transitions from one marking to another one, even
those which are not described by the original model. Each transition in this elicited
model is then associated with a cost. Transitions allowed by the original Petri Net
have cost 0, all others have cost > 0. This way, by replaying a trace on such transi-
tion system and summing the costs, authors show that conformant traces will have
cost 0 and non-conformant trace always have cost larger than 0. Additionally, au-
thors ensures the determinism of such transition system and the possibility, from
each state, to have one transition for each possible activity. These two last proper-
ties guarantees the suitability of the approach for online settings.
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Another conformance checking approach is presented in Weber et al (2015). In
this case, authors propose a RESTful service which performs a token replay on a
BPMN model. In particular, authors implemented a token pull mechanism. Authors
refer this approach as online primarily because of its interface, while no explicit
guarantee is mentioned in terms on memory usage and computational complexity.

Other Applications

Online process mining has been applied also to discover cooperative structures out
of event streams. For example, in van Zelst et al (2016), authors are able to pro-
cess an event stream and update the set of relationships of a cooperative resource
network.

Additionally, in order to conduct research on stream process mining, it is use-
ful to simulate an event stream for which we know the actual original source. To
achieve that, mainly two approaches are available. The first is a tool called PLG21,
described in Burattin (2016). It allows to generate a random model or to load a
BPMN file and stream events referring to actual executions. The stream is sent over
a TCP/IP connection, and the tool allows different configurations in terms of noise
and concept drift. The second tool is described in van Zelst et al (2015). This tool
allows researchers to design a model – as Petri Net – in CPN2 and then import
it into ProM3 where the XESEventStream Publisher plugin can be used to
simulate a stream. Please note that, in this case, the stream exists just within ProM.

Key Applications

Due to the novelty of the topic, we are not aware of any deployment of streaming
process mining techniques in real settings. However, more generally, online process
mining techniques are relevant in all cases where it is important to have results in
real-time, to immediately enact proper responses. In this section, examples related
to IT setting will be provided, but business oriented applications are absolutely pos-
sible and relevant as well.

Online process discovery might be useful in settings where it is important to
analyze immediately the behavior of the system. For example, reconstructing the
behavior of the services used in a website might be useful in order to see what
is currently under stress and what is going to be used afterwards. Exploiting this
information could improve the resource allocation (e.g., upscaling or downscaling
the server capacity on the fly).

1 http://plg.processmining.it/
2 http://www.cpntools.org/
3 http://www.promtools.org/

http://plg.processmining.it/
http://www.cpntools.org/
http://www.promtools.org/
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Online conformance checking is also useful whenever it is important to imme-
diately detect deviations from reference behavior to enact proper countermeasures.
For example, the kernel of an operating system exposes some services for applica-
tions. These services should be combined in some specific ways (e.g., a file should
be open(), then either write() or read() or both appear, and eventually the
file should be close()) which represent the reference behavior. If an application
is observed strongly violating such behavior it might be an indication of strange
activities going on, for example in order to bypass some imposed limitations or
privileges.

Future Directions for Research

As previously mentioned, online process mining is a relatively new area of investi-
gation. Some techniques are available for the discovery of the process (both as im-
perative and declarative model). Very recently, online conformance checking also
received attention, but several improvements are still needed.

First of all, techniques should improve their efficiency, for example in terms of
memory consumption. This represent an important research direction since, in the
online setting, the amount of available memory is fixed, thus representing a key
resource. To tackle this problem, it is necessary to work on the summarization ca-
pabilities used by the algorithms in order to find more compact ways of storing the
same information.

Related to the previous point is the quality and quantity of information and con-
textual data algorithms are able to extract out of the same event stream. For example,
a process discovery algorithm might be extended to extract more complex control
flow patters or the algorithm might be modified to return not just the result but the
confidence on the provided outcomes.

Additionally, there are more technical issues that algorithms should be able to
cope with. For example, dealing with a stream where the arrival time of events do
not coincide with their actual execution. In this case, it would be necessary to reorder
the list of events belonging to the same process instance before mining them. Please
note that, assuming different order implies a sort of different element model of the
stream (i.e., it becomes an “insert-delete stream model”, where the order of events
can change). Another relevant issue might be the inference of the termination of a
process instance.

Cross-References

• Automated process discovery
• Conformance checking
• Declarative process mining
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• Definition of data streams
• Introduction to stream processing algorithms
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